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A cultural philosopher and an astrophysicist attempt to decipher how we fit into the universe, and
the impact our placement has on us.After a four-century rupture between science and the
questions of value and meaning, this groundbreaking book presents an explosive and potentially
life-altering idea: if the world could agree on a shared creation story based on modern
cosmology and biology—a story that has just become available—it would redefine our
relationship with Planet Earth and benefit all of humanity, now and into the distant future.Written
in eloquent, accessible prose and illustrated in magnificent color throughout, including images
from innovative simulations of the evolving universe, this book brings the new scientific picture of
the universe to life. It interprets what our human place in the cosmos may mean for us and our
descendants. It offers unique insights into the potential use of this newfound knowledge to find
solutions to seemingly intractable global problems such as climate change and unsustainable
growth. And it explains why we need to “think cosmically, act globally” if we're going to have a
long-term, prosperous future on Earth.“Should be read by anyone, not just scientists, who worry
about the human condition.”—Deepak Chopra, The Huffington Post“A prophetic book. Its
message ranks right up there with those of Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and Joel. Like the
prophets, it is at times poetic, demanding, grounded, soaring, empowering, and always awe-
inspiring.”—Matthew Fox, Tikkun“The ideas and images are fascinating and certainly contribute
to a sense of the profound stakes involved in what we’re doing to the planet and ourselves.”—
William Kowinski, North Coast Journal
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immensely grateful.IntroductionThere is a gaping hole in modern thinking that may never have
existed in human society before. It’s so common that scarcely anyone notices it, while global
catastrophes of natural and human origin plague our planet and personal crises of existential
confusion plague our private lives. The hole is this: we have no meaningful sense of how we and
our fellow humans fit into the big picture. Are we the handiwork of a loving God who planned the
universe? Are we insignificant motes marooned on a lonely rock in endless space? In every
culture known to anthropology, people could have answered questions like these with
confidence, even though their answers would probably seem quaint or absurd to us now. They
knew what their cosmos was like because they lived in a world where everyone around them
shared it. We don’t.Despite all we’ve gained in this scientific age, we’ve lost something
important. Even in a roomful of neighbors, it’s highly unlikely that everyone will have the same
mental picture of large-scale reality and even more unlikely that any of their pictures is based on
real evidence. We’re divided on the most fundamental question of any society: what universe are
we living in? With no consensus on this question and no way even to think constructively about
how we humans might fit into the big picture, we have no big picture. Without a big picture we



are very small people.Many religious believers are convinced that the earth was created as is a
few thousand years ago, while many people who respect science believe that the earth is just an
average planet of a random star in a universe where no place is special. Neither is right. Both
groups are operating within mental pictures of the universe that we now know scientifically are
wrong. Meanwhile, global problems are escalating—religiously justified brutality, exhaustion of
planetary resources, climate chaos, economic disasters, and more. We function day to day in a
high-tech, fast-paced world, but modern technology for billions of users is essentially magical.
Astronomy appears to have little relevance. People think of astronomical discoveries as
inspiration for kids or a great topic for five minutes of clever dinner party banter, but there’s no
widely understood connection between what’s happening in distant space and us, right here.
The truth is, however, that there is a profound connection between our lack of a shared
cosmology and our increasing global problems. Without a coherent, meaningful context,
humans around the world cannot begin to solve global problems together. If we had a
transnationally shared, believable picture of the cosmos, including a mythic-quality story of its
origins and our origins—a picture recognized as equally true for everyone on this planet—we
humans would see our problems in an entirely new light, and we would almost certainly solve
them. Getting from here to there is what this book is about.By incredibly fortunate coincidence,
there’s a scientific revolution occurring today in the branch of astrophysics called “cosmology,”
and it’s revealing our true cosmic context. The meaning of this earth-shaking discovery could
transform our minds and thus our world.Scientific cosmology is the study of the universe as a
whole—its origin, nature, and evolution. This field has made remarkable progress since the end
of the twentieth century in figuring out how the universe works, even though the universe is
almost entirely invisible. Everything we can see with all our instruments is less than 1 percent of
what’s actually out there. Most of the matter in the universe is invisible “dark matter,” as scientists
have termed it. This and other fundamental discoveries may make it possible to figure out how
the universe operates on all size and time scales, including our own. From this new
understanding we are coming to see how we humans fit into the scientific big picture, what our
significance is within that context, and why our current actions here on Earth matter far beyond
most people’s imagination.Religious origin stories like the ones in Genesis have never been
factually correct about the universe (for example, it was not made in six days), but they served
as a cultural cosmology. In lieu of scientific accuracy they offered guidance about how to live
with a sense of belonging and how to draw strength from feeling part of a larger, shared
presence that could give life’s more mundane moments meaning. Modern scientific cosmology,
in contrast, says much about dark matter and the workings of the universe but nothing about
how human beings should live or feel. It aims to provide scientific accuracy but not meaning or
guidance in life.This split between science and human meaning is not a reflection of reality,
however, but the result of a historical choice made four centuries ago. When Galileo was
arrested and convicted by the Catholic Church for teaching that the earth moves, it was a
sobering event for scientists all over Europe because Galileo was the greatest scientist of his



time and the first scientific celebrity. As a result, leading scientists such as René Descartes
adopted—for their own protection—a policy of noninterference with religion: they would make no
claims to authority over anything but the material world; they would defer to religion in all
questions of meaning, value, and spirit. The church fathers, on the other side, needed to protect
themselves from endless battles over future scientific discoveries and the embarrassment of
seeing their religious doctrines subverted. They accepted this “Cartesian Bargain,” and the
arrangement has been helpful in allowing science to flourish, especially in past centuries. But
given the enormous and pressing global issues that confront us, the modern world can no longer
afford to maintain this historical fiction and see fact and meaning as automatically separate. We
cannot afford to have an accurate scientific picture on the one hand while on the other being
guided in our feelings, philosophies, and views of the future by ancient fantasies that stand in for
fact but have long since been disproved—because that’s in fact what we’ve been doing. The
human race needs a coherent, believable picture of the universe that applies to all of us and
gives our lives and our species a meaningful place in that universe. It’s time to reconnect the two
different understandings of the word cosmology—the scientific and the mythic—into one: a
science-based appreciation of our place in a meaningful universe.In this book we present the
new scientific picture of the universe as visually as possible, but we then venture beyond
science and suggest what accepting this new picture might mean for our lives. Our goal is to
show how our society might begin to conquer seemingly intractable global problems by filling the
gaping hole in our thinking, applying these new ideas, and eventually becoming a new global
society with a common origin story.By helping us come to terms with our place in a dynamic,
evolving universe where time is measured in both billions of years and nanoseconds and size is
measured both across great galaxy clusters and across the nucleus of an atom, the new
cosmology gives us the concepts we need in order to begin thinking in, and acting for, the very
long term. It lets us appreciate our significance to the universe as a whole. One of the most
frightening problems facing our world today is the large number of people who are using
sophisticated, high-tech weapons to violently impose their regional rivalries and narrow religious
notions on the whole world—in short, people who are acting globally but thinking locally. This is
backwards: we have to think on a larger scale than the one we’re acting on, if those actions are
to be wise. To act wisely on the global scale, we need to think cosmically. And for the first time
this is possible.Earth is incredibly special, more so than anyone imagined before recent
discoveries of hundreds of other planets orbiting nearby stars. And our era is an incredibly
special moment even on a timescale of billions of years: we are the first species that has evolved
with the capability to destroy our planet. Will we do so? Or will we successfully negotiate over
the next two generations a transition from exponential growth in environmentally harmful
activities to a sustainable relationship to this remarkable planet, the only hospitable place for
creatures like us in the explored universe? The answer could affect not only humanity but the
entire future of intelligence in the ultimately visible universe.A generation ago, the word cosmic
was only hazily suggestive. Since no one knew what the cosmos actually was, cosmic had no



precise meaning. When used to modify words like consciousness or perspective or identity, the
word cosmic seemed flaky if not ridiculous. But today we are beginning to know what the
cosmos is from the horizon of the universe to a single elementary particle, so the word cosmic
can now be understood not in its old, vaguely disreputable sense but as referring specifically to
the new scientific picture of the universe. Cosmic consciousness is consciousness arising in this
universe—whether human or alien—encompassing the new universe picture, and accepting and
working from its principles. Cosmic identity is our own identity, based on the specific and
fundamental ways that we fit into this new picture. In other words, the word cosmic is now
legitimate in a way it has not been since the dawn of modern science.But this book is not about
science per se. It’s about us and what we as a species need to do, now that we understand for
the first time where we are in time and space. It explains the minimum amount of cosmology
needed to get across to any interested person, no special background required, the new
meaning of “where we are.” If your scientific curiosity is still unsatisfied, please have a look at the
Frequently Asked Questions section at the back of this book or read our earlier book, The View
from the Center of the Universe: Discovering Our Extraordinary Place in the Cosmos. The real
focus of this book is on the invitation, and in fact the imperative, to free our society from
obsolete, dangerous misconceptions of physical reality, open our minds to the new universe,
and begin to teach and cultivate the exciting connections between our universe and both our
internal sense of power and our external, political outlooks. In short, this is an invitation to create
a “cosmic society.”Many of the pictures in this book are frames taken from videos that are based
on supercomputer simulations of key aspects of the evolving universe. You can watch these
videos on our website whenever you see the symbol . If you are reading on a web-connected
device that supports video, simply click to follow the link directly to the video. The website also
includes additional videos, listed by the chapter of this book to which they are relevant.The long-
term success of our species may very well depend upon our becoming a cosmic society,
capable of thinking on the grand scale while acting on the small. A cosmic society is not about
zipping around the Galaxy visiting aliens—it’s about expanding our thinking and transforming
our actions right here on Planet Earth. It’s radical but simple, and for the first time in human
existence it’s within our reach.Chapter 1The New UniverseFig. 1. Great telescopes on and
orbiting EarthScientists used to joke that cosmology was the field where the ratio of theory to
data was nearly infinite. Lots of theories, almost no data. But over the past two decades that ratio
has flipped: it’s now nearly zero. A huge and ever-increasing amount of data has ruled out all
theories but one, and that one theory not only fits all available data, it’s been predicting the data.
This theory is the foundation of a new picture of the cosmos, our new universe. Its technical
name is Lambda CDM, but it’s more simply called the Double Dark theory.Fig. 2. A pillar of star
birth: The Carina Nebula in visible lightFig. 3. A pillar of star birth: The Carina Nebula in infrared
lightIn the new understanding, everything visible with the greatest telescopes on and orbiting
Earth is only half of 1 percent of what the universe actually contains.The stars, the glowing gas
clouds (figs. 2, 3), the planets (fig. 4), and the hundred billion galaxies out to the cosmic horizon



(fig. 5) are all in the visible half a percent. What’s the rest? The universe as a whole is controlled
by two invisible things whose tango with each other since the Big Bang has created the visible
galaxies—the only homes for the evolution of planetary systems and life. The two invisible
dancers are dark matter and dark energy, the two “darks” of the Double Dark theory. Despite
their overwhelming importance to the universe as a whole, dark matter and dark energy were
unknown and even unimagined until the twentieth century. Between dark matter collapsing the
galaxies into being and dark energy accelerating them apart from one another, our evolving
universe has turned out to be far more dynamic than the old picture of endless space scattered
with stars.Fig. 4. Saturn with Earth in the backgroundFig. 5. The Hubble Ultra Deep Field in
infrared lightWhat is emerging from modern cosmology is humanity’s first scientifically accurate
story of the nature and origin of the universe.1 Building on the great scientific achievements of
the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries—particularly evolution, relativity, and quantum
mechanics—the end of the twentieth century and the beginning of the twenty-first have been a
golden age of astronomy. In a very real sense, we have discovered the universe.The new
scientific picture differs from all earlier creation stories not only because it’s based on evidence
but also because it’s the first ever created by collaboration among people from different
religions, races, and cultures all around the world, each of whose contributions is subject to the
same standards of verifiability. The new universe picture excludes no one and sees all humans
as equal. It belongs to all of us, not only because we’re all part of it but also because around the
world the work to discover it has been largely funded by the public. The fruit of this transnational
collaboration could become a unifying, believable picture of the larger reality in which Earth, our
lives, and the ideas of all our religions are embedded.In the entire recorded history of Western
civilization, there have been only three fundamentally different physical pictures of the universe,
although within each of these there have been countless variations. In the earliest picture the
earth was flat. Let’s look, for example, at a representation of the cosmos of ancient Egypt (fig.
6).Fig. 6. The ancient Egyptian cosmosFig. 7. The ancient Egyptian cosmos, simplified
versionParing this down to a simplified version, we see that the flat earth is a god named Geb
(fig. 7). Heaven is his sister and lover, the goddess Nut (pronounced Noot), whose body
contains the stars. Nut and Geb, heaven and earth, were born locked together in an embrace
and were pried apart by their father, Shu, the god of air or space. They longed to come together
again, but Shu held them apart, thus maintaining the space between heaven and earth.
Egyptians believed that he would do this only as long as they continued to perform their rituals
properly, day after day. If they abandoned their religion, heaven and earth would come together
again and that would be the end of the creation. So in practicing their religion, ancient Egyptians
felt that they were literally upholding the cosmos, and this gave them a sense that they truly
mattered.In the Egyptians’ big picture the land was embedded within an awe-inspiring but
mostly invisible cosmos filled with gods. The waters of the Nile flowed in from the spiritual world
onto farms. The Egyptian people had descended from the gods. People often painted Nut on the
inside of coffin lids, so that the deceased would lie under the protective presence of Nut and be



welcomed back to her.The stories of the gods—not only Geb, Nut, and Shu but many, many
others—explained to the ancient Egyptians why things worked as they did. Their cosmology was
more complicated than this and came in many local versions, but all versions had this in
common: they provided a rich and satisfying explanation of life, nature, cosmos, and the gods,
even though the nature and cosmos parts were far from accurate by modern standards.Much
later in ancient Israel and Judah, the flat earth cosmos still reigned unquestioned (fig. 8). The
three-part structure of heaven, earth, and space in between was the same for the Hebrews as
for the Egyptians; however, the parts were no longer gods but inanimate earth, air, and
firmament, since for the Hebrews there could be only one God.Then came Western history’s first
great cosmological shift. The ancient Greek imagination burst out of the two-dimensional flatland
earth of the Middle East to a three-dimensional universe. The Greeks realized that the earth is
not a pancake sitting on water but a sphere surrounded by space. Over the next thousand years,
this idea slowly spread until by the Middle Ages, educated people from the Middle East and
North Africa across Europe to Scandinavia had all come to believe that the earth was a sphere
at the center of a spherical universe (fig. 9).Fig. 8. The ancient Hebrew cosmosEverything in the
sky was now understood to revolve around the earth. Nested crystal spheres carried the moving
planets, the moon, and the sun, while the outermost sphere carried the fixed stars. The whole
universe rotated around the earth once a day, and outside the sphere of the fixed stars was
Heaven. In the medieval Christian view, God had placed the spheres exactly where they
belonged in a “great chain of being,” and the place of every creature and institution on the earth
was part of the downward continuation of the cosmic hierarchy of the spheres. It was considered
blasphemous to question the hierarchy or your place in it, because it was the place God had
chosen for you. As in Egypt, this medieval cosmology both explained and enforced the social
rigidity of the time. The medieval picture, like the Egyptian, provided the common folk a
satisfying explanation of their existence. The ordinary world was seen as surrounded by a
spiritual cosmos, and the doings and expectations of the spiritual beings who lived there gave
meaning to daily life here. This was the cosmic picture so beautifully described by Shakespeare
in Cymbeline (act 5, scene 5), written, ironically, at the same time that Galileo was disproving
it:The benediction of these covering heavensFall on their heads like dew! for they are worthyTo
inlay heaven with stars.Fig. 9. The medieval cosmosThe second great cosmological shift began
in 1543 when a churchman named Nicolaus Copernicus proposed that if the sun rather than the
earth were seen as central, it would be easier to understand the motions of the planets. Over the
next century Galileo, Johannes Kepler, and Isaac Newton completed the Copernican revolution
by showing observational evidence that the earth could not be the center of the universe and
working out the physics of a sun-centered universe. This new cosmic picture caused
tremendous controversy, but it took hold because of its predictive and explanatory power. The
medieval picture was replaced by what we now refer to as the Newtonian picture—the cosmos
of the Enlightenment.In the Newtonian picture, Earth is not the center of the universe. There is
no center. Instead Earth is a planet, and it moves like the other planets, orbiting our star, the sun.



No place in the universe is special or central, least of all ours. M. C. Escher’s intriguing drawing
Cubic Space Division, although it shows no celestial objects, clearly portrays the fundamental
Newtonian idea of space as an endless grid, in which no place is different from any other (fig.
10). For the first time in the history of cosmologies, there was no longer a place where the
physical became the spiritual. It was physical all the way out, possibly to infinity.The Newtonian
picture has only become more dominant since the seventeenth century. Religious people in the
intervening centuries have often felt faced with a choice: either (1) to deny the validity of science
and isolate themselves from much of the human endeavor, or (2) to adopt a dualistic view in
which they accept science but believe that there are two kinds of reality, the spiritual and the
physical, with “spiritual reality” unconstrained by the laws of physics. In such a split mindset it’s
possible to believe in science and still believe in almost anything else. Fortunately, (1) and (2)
are no longer the only alternatives.Fig. 10. The Newtonian cosmos, as represented by M.C.
Escher’s Cubic Space DivisionWe are living at the third great cosmological shift, a scientific
revolution that is likely to be as profound in its consequences as the Copernican revolution.
Today’s revolution began early in the twentieth century, when most astronomers believed that
the Milky Way was the universe. In the eighteenth century, for example, British astronomer
William Herschel mapped the Milky Way with the sun located incorrectly near the middle (fig.
11). In those days all blurry objects that astronomers observed were called nebulae, meaning
clouds—that is, they were thought to be clouds of gas inside the Milky Way. But American
astronomer Edwin Hubble discovered in 1924 that some of the nebulae are actually galaxies far
outside the Milky Way. Suddenly our Galaxy became just one among billions, and the universe
became incalculably vast. Then in 1929 Hubble made an even more stunning discovery: the
distant galaxies are all moving away from us, and the farther away they are, the faster they’re
moving. Hubble had discovered the expansion of the universe. Reasoning backwards,
astronomers realized that if the universe is expanding now, there had to have been a time when
everything was much closer together. That was the Big Bang, but there was no direct evidence
for it yet.Fig. 11 William Herschel’s map of the Milky WayBy the mid-twentieth century there was
lively debate in astronomy between the Big Bang theory and the Steady State theory. Both
theories accepted the evidence that the universe is expanding, but the Steady State proponents
argued that there was no Big Bang; the universe had no beginning and is basically unchanging,
with matter being spontaneously created to form new galaxies as the old galaxies expand apart.
The Steady State theory, however, was seriously undermined by the discovery in 1965 that faint
heat radiation from the Big Bang fills the universe. Steady State was then dealt a deathblow by
the discovery that very distant galaxies (in time as well as space) don’t look like nearby ones;
this showed that the universe has been evolving. The Big Bang became generally accepted as
far as it went, but it could not explain why galaxies formed from a universal explosion. It was
decades before the Double Dark theory offered an explanation.By about 1980 most
astronomers had become convinced that most of the mass holding galaxies and clusters of
galaxies together is invisible, but they did not understand how that could work. In 1993 came the



first solid evidence that the cold dark matter part of the Double Dark theory might be right. Then
in 1998 astronomers discovered that the expansion of the universe is actually accelerating; this
was the first real confirmation of dark energy. Since then all the rapidly accumulating
astronomical evidence has supported the Double Dark picture.This revolution is presenting us
with an opportunity so rare that it has arisen only twice before—the opportunity to reenvision
reality itself at the dawn of a new picture of the universe. Now the big question is, what will our
culture do with this knowledge? We will come to this. First, however, we need to understand the
new picture, and anyone with an open mind can.Our cosmic address is best described by
starting from home and moving outward (fig. 12). Of the eight planets in our solar system, Earth
is the third from the sun—not too hot and not too cold. Light crosses the solar system in just a
few hours, so the solar system is a few “light hours” across. But it takes light about a hundred
thousand years to cross our Galaxy, the Milky Way. (The speed of light in space is 300,000
kilometers per second, or 186,000 miles per second, and it’s fixed. A light-year is the distance
light travels in a year.) Our entire solar system is a tiny dot about halfway between the visible
edge of the Milky Way and the central bulge of stars.The Milky Way is part of what astronomers
call the “Local Group” of galaxies; it’s a group held together by gravity, consisting of two big
galaxies—ours and the Andromeda galaxy—plus about fifty smaller satellite galaxies (with more
little ones now being discovered by increasingly powerful telescopes). Our Local Group is just a
dot on the scale of the “Local Supercluster” of galaxies—about a thousand bright galaxies (and
many thousands of additional faint ones) spread out in a thick sheet about a hundred million
light-years across and still expanding apart. Embedded in the Local Supercluster, about sixty
million light-years from us, is the “Virgo Cluster” of galaxies. It is named that because we see it in
the direction of—but through—the constellation Virgo. All constellations are made of foreground
stars near the sun inside our own Galaxy.Fig. 12. Our address in the universeIn the sequence of
pictures below, we take a virtual voyage starting from Earth, flying past actually mapped local
stars, out of the disk of the Milky Way, and then partway across our Local Supercluster to the
Virgo Cluster, a distance of sixty million light-years. You can watch this Voyage to the Virgo
Cluster as a video on our website, .Beside the constellation Orion as seen from Earth, the disk
of the Milky Way arches across the sky to the left (fig. 13). As we fly toward the sword hanging
below Orion’s belt, the sword comes apart, because all the stars making it up are at different
distances. Getting closer, we see that the center of the sword is not a star but the Orion Nebula,
a gas cloud illuminated by the young stars forming there (fig. 14).But this is all inside the disk of
the Milky Way, where dust clouds block part of the light. If we rise above and outside the disk, we
can see the full panorama of our Galaxy with its hundreds of billions of stars (fig. 15). The Milky
Way has two nearby satellite galaxies, called the Magellanic Clouds, visible just to its left. All the
little patches of light in the background are not stars but galaxies, many of which are as bright as
the Milky Way. All these galaxies are in our Local Supercluster.
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Stuart, “Mind blowing questions. Judge a book by its cover because this book does address
some of the biggest questions we humans face. Try this for size...."There is a gaping hole in
modern thinking that may never have existed in human society before. It's so common that
scarcely anyone notices it, while global catastrophes of natural and human origin plague our
planet and personal crises of existential confusion plague our private lives. The hole is this: we
have no meaningful sense of how we and our fellow humans fit into the big picture."The book
states the case for needing a coherent, believable picture of the universe that applies to us all.
Thus bringing meaning. Instead we fall into crazy group thinking - as Friedrich Nietzsche's
famous epigram explains, 'Madness in individuals is something rare - but in groups, parties,
nations, and epochs it is the rule.' This is why so many of us shy away from the inconvenient
truth, preferring a reassuring lie.Searching for a story that unifies, religion of course plays a part
as it so often does. In fact given that (in the words of Joseph Campbell) 'The old gods are dead
or dying.' the search for the story is more relevant now than it ever has been.Perhaps the search
for our origin story (that will no doubt be embedded in metaphor) will create our connection.
Then we can answer the meta question - meaning of the universe anyone?”

Eldergirl, “Brilliant, everyone should read this. Brilliant, everyone should read this! I had to read
several parts more than once, but all in all, it was explained simply enough for a non-scientist like
me.”

Michael Finta, “An Inspirational Perspective Our World Badly Needs!. A book I strongly urge
every literate man, woman and child living on this planet today to read. At last a plausible
unifying truth of what, where and when we are within the universe and it's implications for our
responsibility for the decisions we make as one remarkably unique human species - to preserve
our planet while sustaining the well being of humankind. Regardless of political agendas, race,
culture or religious faiths, this scientific evidenced based unifying story can serve as an under
carriage for all of humanity to rest upon. And just perhaps it may soften the superficial divisions
(geo-political/socio-economic) our species has constructed, enabling us to make informed large-
scale decisions as one human tribe. This book promotes a world wide paradigm shift, that could
one day heal our spirits, dissolve our continual conflicts, and link us together in a cohesive
cosmic consciousness, allowing us to maximize our potential as a species and thereby that of
the universe itself.”

Robert M Hodgson, “Humanities Role In The Newly Emerging Universe. An excellent
introduction to a revolutionary and liberating notion of the special place of humanity in the
universe.”

scalper, “It is wonderful full of facts and actionable ideas that should be .... Maybe this is the



answer. Actually it probably is the answer but how to get people to read it and live it. It is
wonderful full of facts and actionable ideas that should be read by everyone. How to
accomplish this though?  This should be read by everyone beyond the age of 12.”

KTH, “Much needed new perspective. Rich. Creative. With so many new possibilities being
suggested here. I only wish more of Nancy's personal story had been included. In combination
with the science presented, it's her story that makes their shared vision come alive. Please seek
out some of her additional writing by googling her name on the web. Important stuff!”

Louis Deenik, “well written. I enjoyed the book well written and easily understood. essential
reading for anyone wanting to increase their knowledge. makes us aware of importance of
human life”

ken, “A wonderful book. This is a 'must read' for any thoughtful person”

Ben, “loved this book so much i bought 4 more copies .... loved this book so much i bought 4
more copies for friends and family, it raises as many questions as it answers and provokes
interesting debate. I read a lot of science, cosmology and astronomy books but this book is the
first to make me question our size in the cosmos”

Don Smith, “Fresh, Necessary, Scary, Inspiring, Transcendent, and Hopeful. Abrams and
Primack have created a book which can and SHOULD be read by everyone.They give credit to
the ideas, thinking and writing of visionaries like Thomas Berry, Matthew Fox and Brian Swimme
(among many others) but the approach they bring is FRESH, clear and resonant adding in
several new notions of significant value such as human "inflation" (the notion that humans are
exponentially detrimentally affecting Earth's biosphere - an analogy to the exponential cosmic
inflation theorized to have launched our Universe). This ecological imperative makes the book
NECESSARY now - we do not have another 10,000 years to figure out what the human species
is about in the Universe.There is no shortage of ecological doomsday books out there but what
the authors have done to make the prospect of a man-made (I don't blame the women of
Earth! ;^) ) apocalypse really SCARY is to explain, coherently and perhaps for the first time, how
truly precious we foolish wonderful humans really are in the Universe. Much of the book explains
just exactly how humans fit into the modern cosmological understanding of the Universe. Unlike
my hero Carl Sagan, who postulated that Life and Intelligence were abundant within the Galaxy,
let alone the Universe, Primack and Abrams, emphasize our uniqueness, perhaps within the
entire Multiverse (Universe of Universe). Human self-awareness/consciousness, and the
"garden planet of the Universe" (Thomas Berry) which sustains us, may be the rarest gift/miracle
within all Creation. To snuff this out in a frenzy of greed, war, consumerism and just plain human
ignorance is indeed SCARY. To snuff out a Life is a sin/crime - to commit genocide/biocide
(extinction of species) is a greater sin/crime - but how do you measure the loss of billions of



years of never-to-be-repeated Cosmic evolution? SCARY indeed.Yet, the book does not dwell
on apocalyptic possibilities, it, like the work of Berry/Swimme, weaves an INSPIRING sacred (in
a secular sense!) narrative ("Story") of what our amazing unfolding Universe is really like and
where we humans fit in. They left me with a re-affirmed sense of the absolutely miraculous story
of our origins which literally blows away all traditional "creation myths" like so much smoke and
vapour. Yet, this narrative/story is deeply INSPIRING and intensely sacred in its depth, breadth
and meaning - literally TRANSCENDENT.Unlike Richard Dawkins and his "new atheist" pals,
Abrams and Primack spend little time directly confronting the narrow, quaint and mostly
unprovable claims of the religious traditions of the world. They merely expound their thesis and
let you, the reader, decide where it is that you choose to find meaning for your personal and our
corporate (and planetary) future. The authors, in fact, suggest that religious communities which
adopt and explore their ideas will be most helpful in what they call the transition of human culture
into a "Cosmic Society" - one which thinks in terms of millions of years and entire Cosmos - not
just personal ambition and the next Quarterly Earnings Statement!Referring to the work of Paul
Hawken, Primack and Abrams suggest that in tens of thousands of places on the planet, the
transition from tribal, ethnic, national and religious human communities is ongoing as the need
for humans to start thinking as a species and for the entire Earth Community is underway. They
are HOPEFUL that as the Story of the New Universe penetrates into our children and grand-
children's education and awareness that a new human "Cosmic Society" will emerge which will
slowly transition from what we have today to something more far-sighted and more deeply aware
of our true place in the Universe. This cultural transition will neither be easy or quick but is
NECESSARY.They conclude the book with a short essay - an excerpt from the far future, written
by humans of that time - explaining how it was that a courageous band of rebels organized and
worked to transform human society in the 21st Century averting planetary collapse and
launching the Cosmic Society which has endured for a million years.Not just a HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED book - a MUST-READ book!”

SEOUROCK, “Very successful mixture of cosmology and philosophy. This book is not just about
cosmology, rather it is an artful, poetic and scientific mixture of cosmology and philosophy. The
two authors' aim is inherently a risky and difficult one. Nonetheless, they have successfully
described a deeply meaningful and persuasive picture of ourselves in the lonely and vastly
boundless universe. Scientific discoveries and logic are largely based on a reductive and
analytic method, and as a result it alone shows its limitations in creating an integrated and
philosophical meaning for humankind. Science has been providing a great contribution in
enhancing our comprehension of ourselves in nature. Without science and reason, we would still
be in an entangled and pitchy dark cavern as like one of many other poor creatures. We need
absolutely science, but we still need also philosophy, religion or mythology - sound and
reasonable one in a modern sense.The authors have interwoven so elegantly those two
aspects, science and poetry, that the book's total message is both spiritual and solid enough. I



know that the cosmological facts and principles mentioned in the book are selective, and that
nature is neutral to a human being. But it is our inevitable destiny and expression of existence to
seek ultimate meaning in our life and nature. The book is full of cosmological wonders and their
existential connections to us. Very enjoyable reading for those interested in nature and our
humankind's position in the whole universe. This book is an abridged edition of another by the
same authors, 'The View From the Center of the Universe: Discovering Our Extraordinary Place
in the Cosmos'.As far as I know, the other two books are also both inspiring and philosophical.
You will find out them spiritually joyful.'The Artful Universe: The Cosmic Source of Human
Creativity by John D. Barrow''Journey of the Universe by Brian Thomas Swimme and Mary
Evelyn Tucker'”

Billy, “this book is brilliant!. i loved it so much i bought it kindle and paperback! inspiring and well
written, its a book you'll want others to read too.”

Alex Sozin, “An excellent complement for another book of the same authors "The .... An
interesting semi-popular book promoting cosmology as part of human culture, Very insightful
philosophical observations.An excellent complement for another book of the same authors "The
View from the Center of the Universe". Can be successfully used for pedagogical purposes in
conjunction with resources from the web site of J Primack.”

The book by Nancy Ellen Abrams has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 32 people have provided
feedback.
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